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Abstract: The skill of Alisher Navoi to use each lexeme and its own synonym options, as well as the 
extreme attention to the word, to the edges of the meaning of the word, is evident in the selection and 
application of poetisms, the parallel application of synonyms of more than one language is a style 
characteristic of the poet's expression talent. The Arabic lexemes in the synonymous series were aimed 
at revealing the poet’s intention in their own and figurative senses, which was manifested as a subtle 
aspect of the great poet’s skill. Navoi enriched the lexical reserve of our native language by trying to 
show the semantic scope of lexemes specific to the Turkic language by using Persian and Arabic 
synonyms of the Turkic lexeme in accordance with the principle of redundancy. 
This article will analyze the manifestation of the artistic and aesthetic potential of color-expressing 
lexemes against the background of redundancy, based on the relative superiority of the place of color-
expressing self and assimilated words used as poetry in Navoi's works. While redundancy reveals the 
artistic purpose of the creator, in general, an important reason why creators use lexemes that have risen 
to the level of poetism on an equal footing with alternative lexemes is the high aesthetic potential of 
redundancy in the artistic text. 
Key words: redundancy, color-expressing lexemes, Turkic language, Navoi, lexical reserve, 
synonymy, language preference.  

摘要：Alisher Navoi 运用每个词位及其同义词选项的技巧，以及对词的极端关注、对词义边

缘的极度关注，在诗学的选择和应用、平行应用中可见㇐斑。多于㇐种语言的同义词是诗人

表达才能的㇐种风格特征。同义系列中的阿拉伯语词素旨在揭示诗人自己和比喻意义上的意

图，这是伟大诗人技巧的㇐个微妙方面。 Navoi 试图按照冗余原则，通过使用突厥语词位的

波斯语和阿拉伯语同义词来展示突厥语特定词位的语义范围，从而丰富了我们母语的词汇储

备。 

本文将基于纳沃伊作品中作为诗歌的色彩表达自我和同化词的位置的相对优势，分析色彩表

达词位在冗余背景下的艺术和审美潜力的表现。虽然冗余揭示了创作者的艺术目的，但总的

来说，创作者使用已经上升到诗意水平的词素与替代词素平等的㇐个重要原因是艺术文本中

冗余的高度审美潜力。 
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Introduction 
In the modern Uzbek literary language, the 
existing adjectives of color are divided into basic 
adjectives of color and artificial adjectives of 
color. In Alisher Navoi's works, Turkish, 
Persian, Arabic primitive and artificial lexemes, 
compounds and suffixes denoting the semantics 
of "color" served to embellish the symbol, 
eliminate repetition and ensure the figurative 
expression of the poetic image diversity, that he 
was fully aware not only of the lexeme but also 
of its semantic scope, and of his attention to the 
word. 

In classical literary works, a series of 
synonymous lexemes consisting of their own and 
assimilated words were used on the basis of 
lexical redundancy according to poetic demand, 
and some synonymous lexemes whose meanings 
differed according to the level of expression or 
emotional expressiveness gave rise to pure 
poetism. Lexical redundancy To enrich the 
lexicon of the old Uzbek language with Persian 
and Arabic borrowings, to preserve Turkish 
words in the lexicon by introducing them into 
fiction, to convey the meaning of borrowed 
words to the common people, the next generation 
by using Turkish words in verse or byte served 
for the evolution of language. This aspect is 
evident in the lexemes that represent the color 
semantics. 
 
Materials and Methods 

Along with everything that exists in 
nature, words that express the meaning of color 
have also symbolically played an important role 
in the lives of our ancestors. The fact that color-
expressing lexemes are among the most ancient 
and basic lexemes of the lexical richness of 

Turkic languages can be observed in the example 
of lexemes that form the black semantics. The 
black (black) lexeme, which means "charcoal", 
"darkest color" [1: 566], means "bad" in the 
Turkic peoples [2: 265], also it means 
"punishment, darkness, darkness light, animal, 
unhappy, common, people, army, slaves, 
continent, land, hill, ridge, huge, huge, abundant, 
main, great, mighty, terrible, strong, pure, the 
northern (dark) side of the sky ”[3:58 -63; 4: 162-
170]. In Navoi's works "1. black" "2. dark, 
darkness"; Used in the sense of "3.work, trace, 
stain, sign" [5:33]. Also, black is considered 
sacred to the people of truth [6: 17-24], and 
Alisher Navoi often uses the black lexeme of the 
indigenous Turkic layer to illuminate this aspect: 

 Қаро ранг элга тожи торакдур, 
 Ким бу ранг ичрадур, муборакдур.  
(The dark color is the crown of thorns, 
Who is this Color is blessed) 
Or the color of the planet Saturn, which is 

cited in classical literature as a symbol of height, 
is also described as black.  

A.M. Shcherbak rightly states that the 
lexeme kara (black) (<see “darkness, darkness”) 
is a quality formed as a result of semantic-
functional transformation of nouns [7: 109], M. 
Kashgari says that the lexeme of "қарағу" 
represents the meaning of  "blind man" [8: 417], 
for the blind man the world consists of dark, 
darkness, obscurity, the lexeme of "қарағу" is 
formed by adding the affix "-ғу" to the black 
lexeme meaning "dark, darkness, darkness".  

In the literature, the meaning of color is 
often described on the basis of the identification 
device, "... whatever the basis of the 
identification device means (usually it signifies), 
the standard is also included in the device 
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according to the meaning of the sign" [9:19]. In 
Navoi's works, the black lexeme is used as a 
determinant of the lexemes of night, evening, 
darkness, earth, while the semantic structure of 
the lexeme of night has the sign "black". In such 
overuse, it acts as a definite realizer, both 
lexemes in the combination of black night, black 
evening, black darkness, black earth form the 
classics on the basis of having the same 
semantics and exaggerate the semantics of 
possession of the "sign": 

  Қавму хайли бори қолиб ғофил, 
 Ул қаро тунда масту лояъқил. 
In such simulation devices, the name of 

the color (adjective) is given as a basis, and the 
name of the object to which the color belongs 
(defined) is given as a standard. 

Along with the Turkish lexeme "қора" 
(black), Navoi used Persian ink with the semant 
"black" (Мени ул этти сияҳ рўзу тийра 
ахтар ҳам), Arabic sava: d // савод (literacy) 
lexemes (Жисми ошуфта сочи ичра ниҳон, 
Ўйлаким, тун саводи ичра жаҳон). In Navoi, 
the skill of using words and creating meaning is 
so high that the great poet was able to use all the 
lexemes that belong to the semantic field in 
which these semantics are concentrated to 
express a semantics in creating a figurative 
image. 

Each syntactic device implements this or 
that semantics in a word, the interdependence of 
two words is based on the fact that the semantic 
member of one word is shared with the semantic 
member of another. For example, in the works of 
the poet the lexemes of the Persian language 
"тийра", "мушк", "шаб", "шом", "обнус", 
"ғолия", "ипкин"; Arabic lexemes "анбар", 
"муанбар", "адҳам" , and lexemes based on 
them with Persian and Turkish affixes were used 
to denote the sema "black". In this case, color is 

expressed through epithets, the color of a 
particular object is taken into account, and what 
is meant is imagined through this color. As a 
result, a word representing a noun of the same 
color is chosen as an adjective. For example, the 
above lexemes are characterized by the fact that 
they mean something black. The lexeme "тийра" 
with the semema “dark, black” to denote the 
sema “black” created a definite- relational excess 
with the lexeme "туфроғ" (Кўрубон ул шукуҳ 
ила тамкин, Қўйдилар тийра туфроғ узра 
жабин). Navoi also widely used the lexeme 
"тийралиқ // тийралиғ, тийрафом".  

Achieving figurative image symbolism 
through speech takes place on the basis of a direct 
shift towards verbal redundancy. Navoi 
expresses the sema "black" in the night lexeme 
with the Arabic "адҳам" (45), which evokes the 
sema "black,  dark black horse", and the "white" 
sema in the day lexeme with the Arabic "ашҳаб" 
(159), which realizes the sema "white, whitish 
horse" [10:45; 159]: 

Туну кун адҳамию ашҳабини, 
Чархи тавсаннинг икки маркабини. 
The word "мушк", which means 

“something black and fragrant” and the musk, 
мушкин, мушкфом, мушкбор, мушкафшон, 
мушксо/мушксой [10: 433-434] formed on the 
basis of this lexeme are used in Navoi's works to 
express the sema “black” through poetry. For 
example, the combination of "мушкдин зулмот" 
in the poem "Тутубон уйни мушкдин зулмот" 
confirms that the use of one semantics within 
different words also manifested itself as a 
manifestation of the semantic connection of other 
categories of words. Because the combination of 
musk and darkness is in fact an artistic 
expression of the phrase black darkness, pitch 
darkness, which requires looking at the existence 
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of the semantics “қора” (black) in both lexemes 
against the background of redundancy. 

In the works of the poet shab, shabgun, 
shabgun, shabdiz, shabrang [10: 686-687] 
(shabrang and shamrang poetics are based on the 
affixoid of color and have a "black" sema) 
lexemes meant the “black” semaphore. Also, the 
Persian word obnus, which has the semantics of 
“a hard and fragrant tree with a black color” [10: 
476], served to exaggerate the semantics of 
“black” on the basis of redundancy when 
combined with the word night, figuratively 
expressing the semantics “black”: 

Бўлди тун обнуси сандалгун. 
From the Arabic anbar lexeme meaning 

“fragrant black substance made from a mixture 
of fragrant things” and the anbari soro, 
anbarafshan, anbarbez, anbarbor, anbarol, 
anbarolud, anbarin, anbarsirisht, anbarfom, 
anbaroso [10: 47-48] made on the basis of this 
lexeme. revealed the figurative meanings of the 
semantics "black" on the basis of redundancy: 

Туфроғи мушку анбари соро or  Анга 
тегруки мушк сочиб шом, Қилди олам юзини 
анбарфом. 

The poet expressed the black and fragrant 
hair in a figurative sense through the 
combinations af'i muanbar, af'i muskin 
(Сочбоғингдин чиққон, оё, сунбули 
пурчинмудур? Ё терисин солғон икки афъийи 
мушкинмудур?), anbarin af'i, sunbuli gisu (Аёғи 
остида, ваҳ, соядур ё сунбули гису), sochi 
tiara (Сочи мундоғ тийра ёхуд сочбоғи 
эпкинмудур?)  , kora zulfini muanbar zulf  
(Юзунг ўтиға тутун зулфи муанбарму 
экин?), anbarin zulf, sunbul zulf / zulfi 
sunbul(...гулчеҳралар  сунбул  зулфидек  
паришон  хайлин тору мор қилиб... 
(Муншаот), muskin zulf (Юзин кўргач 
бошимға тушти мушкин зулфи савдоси) or 

muskin crescent (Янги ой кўргач халойиқ кўзни 
юммоқ расм эрур, Лекин очилди кўруб 
мушкин ҳилолингдин кўзум). In such 
combinations, although the definitions of hair 
and zulf refer to the semantics of “black,” the use 
of words denoting this color as a determinant on 
the basis of semantic redundancy served to shed 
more light on the meaning. Therefore, the 
combination of such words with the definite is an 
important factor in the clear expression of the 
meaning of color in it. 
 
Results and Discussions 

We have seen above that characterizing 
the content side of a lexeme with a single lexical 
meaning may not fully reveal its semantic scope, 
that a word may have multiple derivative 
meanings in addition to a denotative meaning, or 
that a sema may form part of the meaning of 
several words. In particular, the same can be said 
about the yellow color lexeme, which is widely 
used in the works of Navoi. 

This lexeme, which means "yellow" 
(“Сариқ”) , has been in use since ancient Turkic 
times, and Sh. Rahmatullaev analyzes the 
morpheme structure of the word as follows:  the 
-қ (иқ) part at the end of a word is an adjective, 
but it is difficult to explain the meaning of the 
сари (сар) part. The word is probably a verb 
meaning "turn yellow." The word is probably a 
verb meaning "turn yellow." The fact that in most 
Turkic languages this quality is in the form of 
сари supports the above idea. It would be 
incorrect to interpret the word Сары as being 
formed by dropping the consonant  ғ at the end 
of the word сарығ . It is more accurate to say that 
the original сары quality is made with the -ы 
suffix. Then the part of speech is equal to the 
verb. ” It is said that the word has several variants 
in the ancient Turkic language, for example, in 
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the written monuments of Urhun-Enasoy there is 
also a form of сароқ [11: 140]. Researcher Sh. 
Egamova notes that the original quality of сарығ 
was first recorded in the Tonyukuk inscription 
and was used to determine the color of gold 
(сарығ алтун, ÿрÿң кÿмÿш “Сариқ олтин, оқ 
кумуш”) [12: 69]. It is known that there is a 
semantic "yellow" (“сариқ”) in the semantics of 
gold, and when yellow gold is mentioned, there 
is a phenomenon of semantic redundancy, which 
is strongly emphasized, it is intended to draw 
attention, and Alisher Navoi also used the 
combination of yellow gold. For example: Сариғ 
олтун аро нечукким меҳ.  

Alisher Navoi's works have a significant 
place in the Turkish, Persian, and Arabic 
language alternatives, or in the semantics of a 
number of Turkic and lexemes with the meaning 
of "yellow" or in poetic constructions with the 
meaning of "yellow". In the works of the poet, 
the yellow lexeme is used with  сору/ғ, сори/қ/ғ, 
сариғ  variants, and in the 183rd ghazal of the 
"Badoyi'-ul-bidoya" devon, the poet quotes the 
verse “Не учун ҳар дам сариғроқтур 
юзумнинг олтуни, Бовужудиким юзимда 
ашкдин сиймоби бор”, where the poet has 
uniquely proved the condition of the lover who 
suffered in the pain of love. We have analyzed 
above in the example of red and black lexemes 
that in classical works many lexemes 
representing a specific color are loaded with a 
portable meaning. The fact that in the works of 
Alisher Navoi the lexemes with the yellow 
lexeme and the lexemes with the "yellow" 
(“сариқ”) semaphore are also poetically 
actualized and express almost portable meaning, 
it means that the great poet did not ignore the 
symbolic meaning in the lexemes representing all 
colors. For example, combinations that have 
traditionally been adjectives of yellow quality 

have symbolically created the image of a lover 
(lyrical hero) suffering in the mistress's lair, and 
contrast has been applied to compounds with a 
red adjective (image of a lover's face) that are 
almost essential in a lover's image. The image of 
the lover's yellowing of the face as a result of 
suffering in love is presented through the 
combinations of сориғ юз, сариғ чеҳра, сариғ 
рухсор, сариғ узор, the portrait and status of the 
lover is gradated by the use of "yellow" 
(“сариқ”) semantics against the background of 
lexical redundancy: 

Заъфарон рангича ўн бор эса бемор 
сариғ. 

The poet expressed the word "yellow" ( 
“сариқ”) with the Turkish lexemes of the noun 
family, for example: Риштаи жисминг сомон 
сориғ юзунгдин чирмайин or  Сомонлар билки 
чекмиш қаҳрабодек чеҳраи зардим.   

In the works of Alisher Navoi, Persian 
words denoting the meaning of "yellow" 
(“сариқ”) are based on the Persian lexeme зард, 
which means "yellow", as well as the word 
"gold". The yellow with the semantic “сариқ” is 
based on about ten lexemes, such as “сариқ 
тусли”, зарваш “сариқ тусли”,  зарпайкар 
“олтин рангли, зар тусли”, зарварақлиқ 
“сариқлик”. For example, the lover is in so much 
grief that if the sun does not rise, the lover's 
yellow face will make the world saffron, that is, 
it will illuminate the world (“Изингдин қуёш 
чеҳра ёрутмағондин Қилиб заъфарон кун 
узорини зардинг”). Or the Persian lexeme коҳ 
(сомон), which is the name of the object, and the 
коҳи(й) based on it, the lexemes“сомон тусли, 
сариқ”  коҳийваш “сариқ рангли”, коҳваш 
“сомон ранг”   expressed the semantic "yellow." 
(“сариқлик”). For example, in the verse Ғам 
туни кўҳи балосидин магар бўлмиш халос, 
Ким менингдек кўргузур рухсораи чуи коҳ 
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субҳ , the lover says that the morning, like me, 
has escaped the scourge of the grief of 
separation, because it shows a straw-yellow face. 
In the verse Раҳм қилким, чеҳраи зардим 
ёшурди коҳни the secondary meanings of the 
words зард and коҳ prevailed too. In the works 
of the great poet, the Persian нилуфар lexeme, 
which names the subject, is often used in the 
sense of "blue", and in some places in the sense 
of "yellow", which means two colors: due to the 
fact that it is yellow in color. For example, in the 
verse “Боғким, нилуфари гугирд ўтидур, 
англаким”, matches [10: 162] means "sulfur", 
and it is known that sulfur is a "fast-burning 
yellow metalloid" [13: 119], which provided the 
place of the "yellow" semantics in the нилуфар  
lexeme, in which redundancy served to 
concretize the meaning.  

The Arabic lexeme asfar in the verse 
Юзумни асфарки андоқким хазони барги ток 
этмиш means“сариқ, сап-сариқ, жуда сариқ”  
[10:62], the assimilation of which served to 
expand the poetic possibilities of the poem due to 
Alisher Navoi's eloquence [14:13]. He used it 
again in leaf poetry and became a metaphor 
through the “сариқ” semaphore. The 
combinations of асфар май  or майи асфар, 
асфар бода  or бодаи асфар used by the poet 
depict the figurative meanings of "old age", 
"separation". For example, the meaning of 
"separation" is expressed in the following 
example: Қатрае томизма бизга тутқон 
асфар бодадин. In the works of the poet, the 
lexeme суфрат, which is a passion for the quality 
of асфар, also expressed the meaning of 
"yellowness" [5: 133]. For example, the lexeme 
is mentioned in the poem beginning with 
“Сарғарибтур лоларўйим...”: Эй Масиҳо, 
урма дам ул кўзда суфрат дафъиғ. In the 
works of the poet, the Arabic lexemes зарир , 

заъфарон, каҳрабо, заррина, норанж  which 
mean the object, and the Persian derivations of 
these words, such as заъфароний, каҳрабо 
ранг, каҳрабоваш, зарринваш, норанжваш, 
норанжий   are used to express the semantic 
"yellowness". For example, from the 
verse“Бўлмайин субҳ заъфароний чеҳр, Чарх 
кўргузмас анга асло меҳр” The meaning of  "if 
the yellow face of the morning is not visible, the 
sky will never show the sun to him, that is, if the 
morning does not appear, the sun will not be 
visible in the sky" formed by means of 
application on the basis of redundancy.  

In the 16th chapter of the epic "Farhod 
and Shirin" the color is хазоний, заъфароний 
кулгу, ичи заркор, олтун ҳавз, майи асфар, 
меҳр акси, сориғ мўл,  хазоний барг, сориғ 
гул, либоси каҳрабоваш,  тўни ранги the poet 
does not allow repetition. In the XXI chapter of 
the epic “Сабъаи сайёр” the words denoting the 
meaning of "yellow" are used in the form of a 
зарбафт либос, заррин қаср, сариқ кийимлик 
ҳур, олтин қадаҳ, сап-сариғ май, қуёш нури, 
офтоб ранги.  
 
Conclusion 
In the language of Alisher Navoi's poetry, the 
realization of a semantic lexeme expresses a 
certain color not only at the expense of 
synonyms, but the dominant word chooses a 
word with a semantics in accordance with its 
semema. Such constructions with semantic and 
lexical redundancy are created as a product of the 
artist’s artistic intention. The loading of symbolic 
meaning on a lexeme representing the word color 
showed figurativeness on the basis of 
redundancy. 
Semantic repetition is the main criterion for the 
overuse of linguistic unity, and in a poetic text 
the figurative meaning formed on the basis of 
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lexical, semantic redundancy increases the 
artistic power of expression, because in classical 
literary texts sometimes it is difficult to briefly 
describe ideological and artistic content. increase 
is achieved on the basis of redundancy. Alisher 
Navoi's eloquence in discovering new meanings 
and symbols through words cannot be 
overemphasized. and realized on the principle of 
semantic redundancy. In the works of the great 
poet, semantics and semas, synonyms 
representing black and yellow colors, synonyms 
were harmonized on the basis of poetic laws of 
metaphor and truth, logically proved, the image 
of colors clearly realized the various flashes of 
symbols, these flashes occurred in accordance 
with the principle of redundancy. 
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